
Genre 2: Digital 

 

Types of 

Digital Projects 

What is it? 

Prezi  A zooming presentation editor: it allows you to show off information like a 

PowerPoint, but it’s more fun (and online).  You can turn it into a video so it 

runs continuously, or you print it out.  Prezis are great for timelines! 

 3-5 minutes.  Maximum of 5 minutes! 

Website  Allows you to present information online.  You can have a home page, with will 

give an overview of your topic, plus multiple “tabs” which can be clicked on to 

give extra information about specific aspects of your topic. 

 A homepage, and at least 3 tabs with information on each page. 

Video  Filmed by you (unless you are in it).  You can get live footage of people talking 

about your topic, act out a skit, or put together multiple interesting clips on 

your topic.  Great for a variety of project types! 

 3-5 minutes.  Maximum of 5 minutes! 

Photo- 

story 

 Creates a slideshow using digital photos.  Once you compile a variety of striking 

photos on your topic, it helps you put them together with special effects, voice 

narration, music, and captions.  You can then download it as a video. 

 3-5 minutes.  Maximum of 5 minutes! 

Blog/ 

Tumblr 

 Create posts (or diary entries) about your topic, or create a character and blog 

from his/her perspective.  With Tumblr, you can also link to a variety of other 

sites, adding pictures, articles from the web, and videos that might be relevant 

to your topic.  However, with Tumblr, you MUST include original posts as 

well, or it will not count. 

 At least 7 posts (each post should have 2-3 paragraphs).  At least 4 blogs should 

have photos. 

 

 

Which of these Digital pieces  

do you want to Create?  
 

 

 

 
If you want to do something not on this list, that could be an option—you will need to explain what it is and how you 

will make it long enough and in depth enough. 

Describe what you are going to do. 
(i.e. a timeline, a diary, a series of images with information, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


